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Abstract
The significant economic impacts of bovine viral diarrhoea (BVD) virus have
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prompted many countries worldwide to embark on regional or national BVD eradication programmes. Unlike other infectious diseases, BVD control is highly feasible in
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cattle production systems because the pathogenesis is well understood and there are
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levels. Coordinated control approaches typically involve directly testing populations
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effective tools to break the disease transmission cycle at the farm and industry
for virus or serological screening of cattle herds to identify those with recent expo-
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sure to BVD, testing individual animals within affected herds to identify and elimi-
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nate persistently infected (PI) cattle, and implementing biosecurity measures such as
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double‐fencing shared farm boundaries, vaccinating susceptible breeding cattle,
improving visitor and equipment hygiene practices, and maintaining closed herds to
prevent further disease transmission. As highlighted by the recent DISCONTOOLS
review conducted by a panel of internationally recognized experts, knowledge gaps
in the control measures are primarily centred around the practical application of
existing tools rather than the need for creation of new tools. Further research is
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required to: (a) determine the most cost effective and socially acceptable means of
applying BVD control measures in different cattle production systems; (b) identify
the most effective ways to build widespread support for implementing BVD control
measures from the bottom‐up through farmer engagement and from the top‐down
through national policy; and (c) to develop strategies to prevent the reintroduction of
BVD into disease‐free regions by managing the risks associated with the movements
of animals, personnel and equipment. Stronger collaboration between epidemiologists, economists and social scientists will be essential for progressing efforts to eradicate BVD from more countries worldwide.
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1 | INTRODUCTION
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Bovine pestiviruses can exist as two biotypes; non‐cytopathic
(ncp) or cytopathic (cp). For TI animals, the immune response has

Bovine viral diarrhoea (BVD) virus is an infectious disease of cattle

been shown to differ following infection with cp and ncp bovine pes-

that, in the absence of control programmes, is endemic in most cattle

tivirus strains, and that there is a faster and more efficient clearance

producing countries. The disease causes significant economic impacts

of cp strains compared to ncp strains in these animals (Peterhans,

to infected herds through its direct effects on reproductive perfor-

Bachofen, Stalder, & Schweizer, 2010). However, irrespective of the

mance, milk production and animal growth (Houe, 1999). The disease

pestivirus strain present, the ncp biotype has been shown to predom-

has also been associated with a period of immunosuppression in

inate in the field. In PI animals, mutation of the persisting ncp strain

infected animals, resulting in increased susceptibility to secondary

along with genomic insertion can occur, resulting in a population of

infections. In addition, a large proportion of persistently infected (PI)

mutated cp viruses. This leads to both the ncp and cp biotypes circu-

animals suffers from ill thrift and/or develop fatal mucosal disease

lating in a PI animal and will result in the development of mucosal

highlighting the significant animal welfare implications. Further to

disease (MD), which is invariably lethal for the animal (Decaro et al.,

this, in the absence of national control programmes, producers must

2014; Peterhans & Schweizer, 2010; Peterhans et al., 2010).

bear the ongoing costs of preventative testing and vaccination if
they want to reduce the production losses associated with BVD.

Both ncp BVDV‐1 and BVDV‐2 have been isolated following outbreaks of severe transient disease associated with haemorrhage;

As part of the larger DISCONTOOLS initiative to identify critical

however, severe transient disease has only been reproduced under

gaps in the current research knowledge for 52 animal diseases

controlled conditions with ncp BVDV‐2 strains. It should be noted

(O'Brien, Scudamore, Charlier, & Delavergne, 2016), an international

that highly virulent BVDV‐2 strains are in the minority in nature and

panel of BVD experts, composed of members from academia, gov-

that the majority of BVDV‐2 strains are no more virulent than the

ernment institutes and industry, reviewed the existing scientific liter-

BVDV‐1 or HoBi‐like virus strains. The understanding of virulence

ature and identified research knowledge gaps that could help reduce

factors and the difference in virulence between bovine pestiviruses

the global burden of BVD. Following the recent DISCONTOOLS sup-

are however, not yet fully understood.

plement, where peer‐reviewed papers on research gaps were pro-

How widespread each of the three bovine pestiviruses is in cattle

duced for 15 infectious diseases in production animals (Charlier &

populations has been shown to be invariably dependent on geographi-

Barkema, 2018), this manuscript provides a summary of key findings

cal location (Bauermann, Flores, & Ridpath, 2012). Both BVDV‐1 and

about BVD including (a) genetic diversity, (b) pathogenesis, (c) trans-

BVDV‐2 have been identified as more geographically dispersed than

mission, (d) diagnostic testing, (e) vaccination and (f) control. Within

the HoBi‐like viruses, with BVDV‐1 and BVDV‐2 identified on all con-

each section, both the existing knowledge, knowledge gaps and

tinents that support domestic or wild ruminant herds. The only excep-

directions for future research are reviewed.

tion to this is the apparent absence of BVDV‐2 in Australia and New

Despite the many socio‐economic benefits of controlling BVD in

Zealand (Ridpath, Fulton, Kirkland, & Neill, 2010), which is thought to

cattle production systems (Pinior et al., 2017) and the availability of

be due to the geographical isolation of both countries as well as their

effective control measures (Lindberg & Alenius, 1999), only a small

strict import restrictions. In comparison, HoBi‐like viruses have, so far,

number of countries have so far attempted national BVD eradication

only been reported in South America, Europe and Asia. Further to

(Ståhl & Alenius, 2012). This suggests problems in translating funda-

this, a high prevalence of these HoBi‐like pestivirus has been identi-

mental BVD science into real‐world action against the disease. As

fied in water buffalo from southern America, and has led to the

such, this review finishes by discussing what further research is

hypothesis that this virus might primarily be a bubaline pathogen

needed to benefit future BVD eradication approaches.

rather than a cattle pathogen (Bauermann et al., 2013).
While virus isolates from the main Pestivirus species, including BVDV,
CSFV and BDV, exhibit considerable antigenic and biological diversity,

2 | GENETIC DIVERSITY

several other emerging pestiviruses, originating from non‐bovine species,
have been described during recent years. These emerging pestiviruses

Bovine viral diarrhoea is a disease of cattle caused by one of three

include; “Antelope”, “Bungowanah”, “Giraffe”, “Aydin‐like”, “Rat” and

Pestivirus species; bovine viral diarrhoea virus 1 (BVDV‐1), bovine

“Atypical porcine” pestiviruses (Smith et al., 2017). The host tropism of

viral diarrhoea virus 2 (BVDV‐2) and HoBi‐like virus (often referred

these emerging viruses has not been fully established and it is unknown

to as BVDV‐3 or bovine atypical pestivirus; Bauermann, Ridpath,

if they can infect bovines and cause clinical presentations similar to those

Weiblen, & Flores, 2013). Belonging to the family Flaviviridae, bovine

seen with BVD. Similarly, it is unknown at what rate bovine pestiviruses

pestiviruses are single‐stranded, enveloped RNA viruses similar to

evolve and the impact different management factors and host species

classical swine fever virus (CSFV) in pigs and border disease virus

have on the evolution of bovine pestiviruses.

(BDV) in sheep. Phylogenetic analysis of the three bovine pestiviruses has further classified them into subgroups (sub‐genotypes)
and identified at least 21 BVDV‐1 (1a–1u), three BVDV‐2 and four

2.1 | Future research

HoBi‐like subgroups (Jenckel et al., 2014; Yesilbag, Alpay, & Becher,

Currently there is a limited understanding of the global distribution

2017).

of bovine pestivirus strains and the reason behind the non‐uniform
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occurrence of genotypes. Systematic survellience and characteriza-

infections is uncommon, however mortality rates exceeding 50%

tion of pestiviruses at the global level should be carried out, with

have been recorded in outbreaks with BVDV‐2 strains which induce

particular focus on areas that have been poorly investigated and that

haemorrhagic syndrome (Gethmann et al., 2015; Pellerin, van den

may have a major influence on other parts of the world, for example,

Hurk, Lecomte, & Tijssen, 1994). However, where BVD outbreaks

due to export of foetal bovine serum (FBS) or semen. Furthermore, a

occur in conjunction with secondary infections, as seen with bovine

greater understanding of virulence and the virulence factors associ-

respiratory disease complex (BRDC), mortality rates have been

ated with different Pestivirus species/subgroups is needed in order to

shown to increase (Kapil et al., 2005). While it is understood that

fully understand the effect of infection on both the individual animal

infections with BVD lead to an increased susceptibility to other

and within a population. It is also evident that there is a need for

infectious disease, the mechanisms associated with immune suppres-

further investigation of the host tropism and clinical importance of

sion and the pathogen synergy bovine pestiviruses have with other

recognized and emerging pestiviruses in both ruminant and non‐

infectious pathogens is unclear and needs further investigation.

ruminant species. This is essential as a means to identify the poten-

It is clear that transient BVD infections can have significant nega-

tial for reservoir populations of these pestiviruses, which could

tive effects on production and immune function in infected animals.

impact the effectiveness of current and future control efforts.

However, transient infection of naïve dams during pregnancy will
result in more severe effects. The unique ability of pestiviruses to
cross the placenta and infect the developing foetus has been shown

3 | PATHOGENESIS

to lead to a wide array of reproductive losses. When a dam becomes
transiently infected prior to mating or during early gestation

Cattle of any age are susceptible to transient infections (TI) with

(0–100 days of gestation), infection can result in reduced conception

bovine pestiviruses, as a result of horizontal transmission from

rates and foetal loss, either as a result of early embryonic death, abor-

infected animals or contaminated fomites (Thurmond, 2005). The incu-

tion or absorption (Pinior et al., 2017; Richter et al., 2017). While foe-

bation period of bovine Pestiviruses, upon infection, is between 6 and

tal death is most common with BVD infections which develop during

12 days post‐exposure but can fluctuate depending on the strain of

early gestation, foetal death can occur at any time throughout preg-

the virus, its virulence and the virus dose transmitted (Evermann &

nancy following transient infection of the dam (Grooms, 2004). When

Barrington, 2005). Once infected, TI animals shed low levels of virus in

BVD infections develop during mid to late gestation (approximately

body secretions and excretions from days 3 to 15 post infection,

100–180 days of gestation), the birth of weak calves or calves born

although shedding has been shown to last for up to 3 weeks (Thur-

with significant congenital or physical malformations, such as ocular

mond, 2005). Once TI animals are no longer infectious and viral shed-

or cerebellar lesions and skeletal malformations are possible (Brown-

ding is complete, a serological antibody and T cell response is

lie, 1990; Grooms, 2004) due to infection developing during the per-

stimulated and confers lifelong immunity for TI animals against the

iod of organogenesis. The extent of the malformations observed at

infecting virus strain (Brodersen, 2014; Evermann & Barrington, 2005;

birth is dependent upon which organ systems were developing at the

Lanyon, Hill, Reichel, & Brownlie, 2014).

time of foetal infection. Similarly, if the dam becomes infected prior

The clinical manifestation of transient BVD infections can be var-

to foetal immunocompetence (between 30 and 125 days of gestation)

ied and is acknowledged to be dependent on the infecting viral

the calf develops innate and adaptive immunotolerance to the infect-

strain as well as the age, immunological status and reproductive sta-

ing BVDV strain and will be born persistently infected.

tus of the animal when infected. Naïve calves and non‐pregnant

Persistently infected animals excrete large quantities of virus in

adult cattle transiently infected with BVD typically present with no

most bodily fluids, throughout their lives and are, as a result, critical

or only mild clinical signs such as; fever, decreased appetite and diar-

for the maintenance and circulation of bovine pestiviruses in the

rhoea (Grooms, 2004). However, transient infections also inhibit pro-

field. Persistently infected animals often present as weak and

duction and will almost always result in a decrease in milk

unthrifty calves but they can also appear clinically normal and

production in adult cattle or a decrease in growth rates in infected

healthy without obvious signs of illness, often making it hard to

calves and young stock. Naïve bulls that become transiently infected

identify PI animals without the use of diagnostic testing. Persistently

close to mating can also have reduced fertility and can serve as a

BVDV infected animals are predisposed to secondary infections due

reservoir of virus for naïve dams (Brock, Grooms, & Givens, 2005;

to reduced immune function, and tend to have significantly reduced

Houe, 2005; Schweizer & Peterhans, 2014).

growth and production performance compared to their peers (Kapil

Transient BVD infections have been shown to cause a reduction

et al., 2005; Peterhans, Jungi, & Schweizer, 2003) As a result, the

in circulating white blood cells (WBC) between 3 and 14 days after

lifespan of PI animals is significantly shorter than other cattle due to

infection (Bolin, McClurkin, & Coria, 1985; Liebler‐Tenorio, Ridpath,

their increased susceptibility to other diseases, the increased likeli-

& Neill, 2004). This reduction in WBC is associated with immuno-

hood of culling due to poor performance or death due to mucosal

suppression and the increased susceptibility of infected animals to

disease, the result of co‐infection with both the ncp and cp strains

secondary infections, such as mastitis and bovine respiratory disease

of the virus (Houe, 1992; Houe, 1993; Peterhans et al., 2010).

complex (BRDC; Grissett, White, & Larson, 2015; Kapil, Walz, Wilk-

Although the impacts of BVD infection have been shown to be

erson, & Minocha, 2005). Mortality as a result of transient BVD

varied and in many instances, severe, the overall impact of bovine
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pestiviruses from a production and welfare point of view is some-

Persistently infected animals have long been regarded as the major

how still not clear. The effect of congenital infection on calf devel-

reservoir of bovine pestiviruses since they shed large quantities of

opment

and

virus through almost all bodily excretions and secretions, for the

production have not been well studied or quantified, particularly in

entirety of their lives (Van Campen & Frolich, 2001). Horizontal

regard to beef farming systems. Instead, most research has focussed

transmission from PIs to seronegative, susceptible cattle has been

on the influence of pestiviral infections on reproductive disorders

shown to occur readily, both under field and experimental conditions

and not on the overall economic losses in each of the different pro-

(Fulton et al., 2005; Houe, 1999; Lindberg & Alenius, 1999). In fact,

duction systems.

infection of susceptible cattle has been reported to develop only

(especially

neuroinvasion

and

neuropathology)

In addition, it has been reported that many non‐bovine species

after 1 hr of contact with a PI (Tråvén, Alenius, Fossum, & Larsson,

are susceptible to infections with BVDV‐1, BVDV‐2 and HoBi‐like

1991). Persistently infected animals of any age are considered highly

pestivirus. Antibodies to these viruses have been detected in several

infectious carriers of virus, however it has been hypothesized that

domestic non‐bovine species, including sheep (Evans, Lanyon, Sims,

the presence of maternal antibodies, through colostral ingestion, may

& Reichel, 2015), goats (Bachofen et al., 2013), water buffalo (Evans,

temporarily reduce the viral shedding rates of PI calves during the

Cockcroft, & Reichel, 2016), camelids (Foster et al., 2005) and pigs

first few months of life (Meyling, Houe, & Jensen, 1990). It has been

(Tao et al., 2013). Similarly, persistently BVDV infections have been

reported that the presence of maternal antibodies in PI animals can

reported in sheep (Evans, Reichel, Hemmatzadeh, & Cockcroft,

inhibit the accurate detection of young PI animals, referred to as the

2017), goats (Loken, Bjerkas, & Larsen, 1991) and alpaca (Carman et

“colostral antibody gap” (Fux & Wolf, 2012), however to what extent

al., 2005). Experimental and natural infection of sheep and goats,

maternal antibodies have on the viral load and subsequent infectivity

with various BVDV subgroups, have reproduced reproductive and

of PI animals remains unknown.

clinical outcomes resembling those induced by outbreaks of BVD in

Vertical transmission of BVD occurs when bovine pestiviruses

cattle (Decaro et al., 2015; Evans, Reichel, et al., 2017) and BDV in

infect susceptible, pregnant females and the virus crosses the

sheep (Nettleton, Gilray, Russo, & Dlissi, 1998). Despite the similari-

placenta, establishing infection within the developing foetus. When

ties in disease presentation in non‐bovine hosts, the full extent of

vertical transmission occurs prior to 125 days of gestation then a PI

the impacts caused by bovine pestiviruses in these species is not yet

calf can develop. Pregnant dams carrying PI calves are often referred

fully understood. In particular, the risk posed by infections in these

to as “Trojan Dams” and currently, the identification of these cows is

non‐bovine species to cattle has yet to be quantified and is an

difficult (Lindberg, Groenendaal, Alenius, & Emanuelson, 2001).

important area of research considering the broadening global uptake

There is limited information available on the contribution of Trojan

of national eradication programmes for BVD.

dams on the spread of infection between herds, but one study has
indicated that they may account for approximately 10% of PI births
in the absence of effective control measures (Reardon et al., 2018).

3.1 | Future research

Situations that favour the spread of bovine pestiviruses between

While many of the large scale implications relating to bovine pes-

herds include: animal trade (purchase of PIs or Trojan Dams), com-

tivirus infections in cattle are understood, further research into the

mon pasturing (including cattle and domestic small ruminants),

virus life cycle including the involvement of tissue‐specific host cell

grouping of animals from different sources (such as in sale barns and

factors, and the role of the innate and cellular immunity in the

feedlots), contact between domestic and wild species and other cat-

defence against all biotypes of bovine pestiviruses, for example,

tle management strategies that increases the likelihood of between‐

Hobi‐like virus, are required. Such studies are fundamental in order

herd contacts. The risk of pestivirus transmission through shared

to understand aspects such as the mechanism and extent of

grazing and calving lands is largely unknown although essential to

immunopathogenesis and immunosuppression in infected animals,

understand. This is of particular importance for the many European

the role of neutralizing antibodies versus cell‐mediated immunity in

countries which have implemented control or eradication pro-

foetal protection, virus transmission and species specificity, to name

grammes for BVD but where shared grazing is a common manage-

a few. Finally, longitudinal studies on the effect of production in

ment practice for cattle and small ruminants, potentially leading to

endemically infected herds are needed, both on an individual and

transmission within or between species.

population level. The focus of these studies should incorporate not

Bovine pestiviruses have also been shown to spread due to indi-

only the reproductive effects but also the effects of transient and

rect contact with infected animals through contaminated bedding,

foetal infections with bovine pestiviruses on general calf and herd

fomites, equipment, machinery and personnel including veterinarians

health for both dairy and beef farming systems.

(Gunn, 1993; Moen, Sol, & Sampimon, 2005; Niskanen & Lindberg,
2003), the use of contaminated biological products such as semen,
vaccines or FBS and non‐bovine reservoir hosts. There is very little

4 | TRANSMISSION

information available regarding the contamination rates of personnel,
vehicles and equipment after visiting BVD positive farms. However,

The persistence and spread of BVD in a population (herd) can be

survival of these viruses even for a short period outside the host

achieved

suggests that fomites are a potential source of transmission that

through

either

horizontal

or

vertical

transmission.
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need further attention. There is limited evidence to suggest that vec-

products is the ban on trading BVD contaminated semen from

tors, such as flies and other biting insects, play a significant role in

infected bulls. Further work is also required in the use of contami-

the passive transmission of BVD viruses (Chamorro et al., 2011;

nated FBS in vaccines and reproductive technologies and highlight-

Gunn, 1993). The prolonged survival of bovine pestiviruses in the

ing the threat posed by contaminated biological products on the

environment and on equipment/clothing is largely unknown although

spread of these viruses to cleared herds and countries.

previous work suggests these viruses can survive in the environment

Lastly, the detection of bovine pestiviruses in several domestic

anywhere from 3 days to 3 weeks (Botner & Belsham, 2012; Niska-

and wild ungulates raises questions as to whether non‐bovine rumi-

nen & Lindberg, 2003), but are dependent on environmental factors,

nants are incidental hosts, or reservoirs of these viruses (Nelson,

such as temperature (Niskanen & Lindberg, 2003). Understanding

Duprau, Wolff, & Evermann, 2016). Recent preliminary work on the

what conditions favour survival of bovine pestiviruses, and for how

transmission of BVD from infected sheep, both PI and TI, has

long they can survive outside of a host, will help in understanding

reported transmission to be poor (Evans, Hemmatzadeh, Reichel, &

the risk of indirect sources to the spread of BVD within and

Cockcroft, 2018; Evans, Moffat, Hemmatzadeh, & Cockcroft, 2017),

between herds.

however further work is needed in this field. Understanding the epi-

While PI animals are considered the major source of infection in a

demiological importance of non‐bovine hosts in the spread of bovine

herd, TI cattle are also, for a short period of time, infective to suscep-

pestiviruses is essential, particularly in countries where co‐grazing of

tible individuals. The length of time TI animals are infectious can vary

cattle and other susceptible species is common or those that have

based on the health, stress level and age of the animal as well as the

large populations of wild ruminants (i.e., Australia and some Euro-

presence of other pathogens (Castrucci, Ferrari, Traldi, & Tartaglione,

pean countries).

1992; Fulton et al., 2000; Richer, Marois, & Lamontagne, 1988). However, it has been reported that TI animals may typically shed
low‐levels of virus. Despite the short duration for viral excretion in TI
animals, it has been reported that it may be sufficient at sustaining
infection within a herd in the absence of a PI animal (Collins, Heaney,
Thomas, & Brownlie, 2009; Moen et al., 2005) although other experimental studies do not support this (Nickell, White, Larson, Renter, &
Sanderson, 2011; Niskanen, Lindberg, & Traven, 2002; Sarrazin et al.,
2014). Outbreaks of BVD pestiviruses have also occurred due to the
persistence of the virus in the reproductive organs, ovaries and testes,
of TI animals (Collins et al., 2009; Niskanen, Alenius, et al., 2002;
Strong et al., 2015). While the risk of transmission by TI animals is

5 | DIAGNOSTIC TESTING
Effectively differentiating between animals that are susceptible to
infection, undergoing TI, recovered from TI or PI is critical in the
management and control of bovine pestiviruses. Current diagnostic
testing for bovine pestiviruses is used to identify either virus‐specific
antibodies (Ab), virus‐specific antigen (Ag), RNA or the virus itself
(Saliki & Dubovi, 2004).

5.1 | Antibody testing

considered much lower than the risk posed by PI animals, the full

Virus‐specific antibody testing is predominantly used to distinguish

extent of viral shedding and persistence of virus in TIs and their ability

between animals which have previously been exposed to the virus

to maintain infection within a population needs further investigation.

(or viral antigens in the case of inactivated vaccines) and have circulating antibodies, and animals which are naïve, and consequently sus-

4.1 | Future research

ceptible to infection. In control programs, antibody testing is
commonly used as a screening tool for herds to identify those which

While the main sources of horizontal and vertical transmission of

have been exposed and those which are naïve. Diagnostic tests for

bovine pestiviruses are generally well understood there are a number

identifying Abs to bovine petiviruses include enzyme linked

of other potential sources which need further clarification. This

immunosorbent assay (ELISA), virus neutralization test (VNT) or, less

includes further research into the environmental stability of each of

often, agarose gel immunodiffusion (AGID) and indirect immunofluo-

the viruses under different conditions (e.g., temperature, humidity,

rescent test (IFAT).

matrix) and their survival outside of the host. This is essential in under-

Testing by VNT has long been considered the gold standard for

standing the role of fomites on the spread of these viruses to suscepti-

bovine pestivirus Ab detection due to its ability to differentiate

ble hosts as well as when trying to convince farmers and veterinarians

between pestivirus species based on the results of cross‐neutraliza-

on the importance of implementing good biosecurity measures.

tion testing. However, VNT requires that research reagents and cells

Semen from infected cattle, frozen colostrum, transplanted

be screened and remain free of pestivirus contamination and is time

embryos, contaminated live vaccines and cell lines and other biologi-

consuming and expensive to run. In comparison, blocking or indirect

cals products using contaminated FBS have been identified as possi-

ELISAs have become more commercially available and are now routi-

ble transmission sources (Falcone et al., 2003; Gregg et al., 2009;

nely used due to being highly sensitive/specific and their ability to

Makoschey, van Gelder, Keijsers, & Goovaerts, 2003). The general

process large numbers. Antibody ELISAs have been validated for use

use of contaminated biological products is primarily a risk factor for

on serum, plasma and milk samples, either individual or pooled.

long distance/high impact transmission rather than within herd

However, variation in cross‐reactivity across pestivirus species

spread. Currently, however, the only restriction on biological

(Bauermann et al., 2012) can affect sensitivity and ELISAs cannot
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differentiate between vaccinated and naturally derived antibodies. In

testing each individual animal on a property, as a means to reduce

comparison the AGID has been reported to differentiate between

costs. Often, surveillance programmes for dairy herds are based on

vaccinated and natural antibodies (Kirkland & Mackintosh, 2006)

Ab or PCR testing of bulk milk tank samples as these samples can be

although, similar to VNT, it is more time consuming to run and

easily collected, and are an effective method of screening all animals

requires more infrastructure than the ELISA. Currently the use of

in the milking herd at once and has been shown to have a positive

AGID, VNT and IFAT is limited and they are rapidly being replaced

correlation with the infection status of the herd (Lanyon, McCoy,

by the Ab ELISA.

Bergman, & Reichel, 2014). However, while the pooling of samples

Individuals that test negative for antibodies to BVD, and related

has been employed in many testing programmes in an effort to

pestiviruses, are often considered naïve and susceptible to BVD

lower test costs, pooling has been shown to reduce the sensitivity of

infections. However, animals which are persistently infected with

the diagnostic tests used. Similarly, the thresholds used by laborato-

BVD will typically also test negative for BVD‐specific Abs. Similarly,

ries to classify a herd as negative, exposed or actively infected can

animals which test positive for antibodies are generally considered

also influence the sensitivity and specificity of diagnostic tests to

not to be PI. However, Abs to BVD will be detected in young PI ani-

accurately identify a herd's infection status. Reduced sensitivity,

mals which acquired colostral Abs, or in PI animals which have been

when using pooled samples, increases the risk of false negatives due

exposed to a bovine pestivirus that is sufficiently heterologous from

to the dilution of positive samples, as a result of negative and posi-

the one that caused the original persistent infection (Fulton et al.,

tive samples combined in pools, and needs to be factored in when

2003). As such, caution needs to be taken when interpreting individ-

designing surveillance programmes (Munoz‐Zanzi, Thurmond, Hietala,

ual Ab results from actively infected herds and, in circumstances

& Johnson, 2006). Further work on the use of pooled samples for

other than for surveillance of herds, Ab testing should be used in

surveillance testing, particularly in regard to improving testing proto-

conjunction with Ag or virus testing.

cols for beef herds or where bulk milk tank samples are not
available, is needed.

5.2 | Antigen/virus testing

In addition, one major source for the introduction of BVD into a
naive herd is through the purchase of “Trojan Dams”, seropositive

Identifying animals persistently infected with bovine pestiviruses is

dams carrying PI foetuses. To date there is no test, that does not

achieved by testing for viral antigen, RNA or the infecting virus

require the collection of foetal tissue or amniotic fluid, which is able

itself. Virus isolation (VI) has long been considered the gold standard

to identify Trojan animals from other TI or recovered individuals.

in this area and can be undertaken on a wide range of biological

Further work needs to be undertaken to determine a means of iden-

samples, most commonly whole blood, serum, buffy coat and spleen,

tifying Trojan Dams prior to the birth of a PI calf. Trojan Dams are

however, due to the cost, time requirements and levels of expertise

important in the spread and persistence of BVD and being able to

needed to perform VI, it is rarely used in surveillance programmes.

accurately identify PI calves prior to birth will provide significant

Methods more commonly used in these situations include antigen

improvements to control efforts.

capture ELISAs (ACE) which can be used to test blood, milk and tis-

Finally, many of the commercially available diagnostic tests are

sue samples, real‐time polymerase chain reaction (RT‐PCR) used to

unable to differentiate between BVDV‐1, BVDV‐2 and HoBi‐like

test blood, milk, semen and tissue samples and immunohistochem-

viruses. From an epidemiological standpoint the development of a

istry used to test fixed tissue samples such as ear notches.

diagnostic test that is able to distinguish between different viral spe-

A positive virus or viral antigen result typically signifies that an

cies would be useful. However, since the goal of eradication efforts

animal is persistently infected; however, TI animals undergo a short

was to eliminate all PI animals, regardless of the infecting species or

period of viral excretion approximately 4–15 days after infection and

strain, the development of a single test that can identify animals

during this time may also test positive for virus. In order to be able

infected with all bovine Pestivirus species and subgroups would be

to accurately differentiate between TI and PI animals, repeated test-

more beneficial, cost effective for eradication efforts.

ing is necessary. A second positive result, at least 3 weeks after initial testing will confirm persistent infection. While animals which test
positive on post‐mortem or on submitted tissue samples are more

6 | VACCINATION

likely to be PI rather than TI, no viral based test, based on a single
sample, can be absolutely relied upon to differentiate between per-

Current BVD vaccines are prepared using conventional cell lines and

sistent and transient infection (Bauermann et al., 2014; Fulton et al.,

are based on BVDV‐1 and BVDV‐2 strains as, to the authors knowl-

2006; Hilbe et al., 2007) and as such re‐testing is recommended,

edge, there are no vaccines licensed for the prevention of infection

particularly in test‐and‐cull situations.

with HoBi‐like viruses. Both modified live vaccines (MLV) and inactivated vaccines are available globally, although the use of vaccines in

5.3 | Future research

some countries is not licensed in order to avoid interference with
serological testing (i.e., Sweden, Norway, Denmark, Austria and

Many of today's surveillance programmes use pooled sampling or

Switzerland). Recently a new live double deleted vaccine has been

representative individual sampling from a population, instead of

approved in both the EU and non‐EU countries, which can be used
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at any stage of pregnancy irrespective of vaccination history,

to die and makes it a poor long‐term control strategy. Finally, BVD is

and covers both BVDV species (EMA (2015) Bovela EPAR safety

an immunosuppressive virus, and “natural vaccination” does not

document).

induce the same level of humoral and cell‐mediated immunity which

Vaccines against BVD viruses are used as a means to (a) protect
susceptible animals from transient infections and (b) protect the foe-

can be reached through vaccination, in particular with newly developed vaccines (Platt, Kesl, Guidarini, Wang, & Roth, 2017).

tus from infection and prevent the development of PI animals. As
such, many current vaccination programmes only vaccinate replacement breeding cattle with a two‐step vaccination protocol (Moennig

6.1 | Future research

et al., 2005). However, it has recently been shown that vaccinating

While vaccination is common in many BVD management pro-

calves against BVD can result in markedly different immune

grammes, both at the herd and national level, it is not effective in

responses and improved growth rates compared to unvaccinated

controlling bovine pestiviruses alone. Vaccination has to be per-

calves which are exposed to PI cattle (Grooms, Brock, Bolin, Grote-

formed in conjunction with testing, culling of PI animals and improv-

lueschen, & Cortese, 2014). These findings suggest that susceptible

ing biosecurity protocols in order to have the optimum impact.

cattle of both young and breeding age should be vaccinated against

Therefore, for vaccination to be a stronger contributor to control

BVD as a means to managing the production and reproductive losses

efforts further work needs to be undertaken in a number of areas.

associated with transient BVD infections.

However, herds that are using vaccination as part of their control

While non‐systematic vaccination strategies are widely used

efforts are unable to use less expensive antibody‐based screening

there is currently no proof that these programs result in a sustain-

tests, since current antibody tests are unable to differentiate between

able decrease in disease prevalence or clinical impact. This lack of

naturally acquired antibodies and those as a result of vaccination.

data highlights that there are clearly many issues with the currently

Therefore, there is a need to better understand how vaccination and

available vaccine options. Firstly, it has been reported that foetal

herd screening tests can be optimally combined in future control

protection is not 100%, despite this being the major driving factor

efforts. A better understanding of the transplacental transmission of

for many vaccination programmes. The ability of bovine pestiviruses

ncp BVD viruses would be beneficial in order to improve the efficacy

to cross the placenta and cause reproductive disorders in the foetus

of foetal protection of vaccines. Identifying and producing vaccines

is a major mechanism of pathogenicity for these viruses; however,

which are capable of protecting cattle from multiple strains and sub-

the action of neutralizing antibodies versus cell‐mediated immunity

groups of BVD viruses are critical due to many geographical regions

in foetal protection is not well understood. Increasing our under-

having more than one circulating strain present. Finally, the produc-

standing of these mechanisms for foetal protection is critical in pro-

tion of DIVA vaccines and serological assays which can differentiate

ducing vaccines effective in preventing the production of PI animals.

between vaccine‐induced antibodies and naturally occurring antibod-

Secondly, it is not known what level of cross protection there is

ies is critical, particularly due to the essential and ongoing screening

between BVD species and subgroups when using current BVD vacci-

of herds in the final stages of any control programme.

nes, an issue which has been raised in geographical areas where multiple circulating strains and subgroups are present. Lastly, there is a
significant confusion relating to the application of vaccines and

7 | CONTROL

which groups of cattle to vaccinate. Should farmers vaccinate all animals or just breeding groups? Finding a cost effective and efficient

Bovine viral diarrhoea has been placed on the OIE's list of notifiable

approach to vaccination use is critical.

diseases, mainly as a result of its potential for international spread.

Misunderstandings surrounding the effects and transmission

While there are currently no formal reporting requirements for BVD,

potential of BVD have led to many farms implementing “natural vac-

countries with national or regional control programmes may have

cination”, a questionable method for protecting herds against BVD.

certain regulations for affiliated farmers that effectively restrict trade

This is where PI animals are left in the herd to act as “natural vaccina-

with animals of positive suspect or unknown BVD status (Marschik

tors” whereby they cause transient infections to develop in suscepti-

et al., 2018). In addition, international trade regulations have been

ble cattle so that they develop a natural and lifelong immunity to

made in many countries surrounding artificial insemination (AI) sta-

BVD. This method of protecting against BVD is considered an inferior

tions and semen from bulls (Council Directive 88/407/EEC).

option to vaccination for several reasons. Firstly, not all susceptible

The cost of BVD virus infections has been estimated up to 680

animals may be exposed to the virus prior to the breeding season,

US dollar (USD) per animal in an infected herd (Houe, 2003). Richter

this puts animals at risk of producing PI calves thus allowing the virus

et al. showed that the BVD production losses between and within

to persist within the herd. Secondly, TI animals still experience pro-

countries were largely heterogeneous with respect to the monetary

duction losses such as decreased milk yields, slower growth rates and

level and type of losses. Extent of infection, clinical outcomes pre-

suppressed immune function. Thirdly, natural vaccination requires the

sent, mortality, morbidity, premature culling, stillbirth, abortion and

deliberate retention of a PI animal in the herd which is often unable

reinfection had a significant influence on the monetary level of pro-

to be fully isolated from pregnant animals, resulting in the accidental

duction losses. As a result of the significant financial impact of BVD

establishment of further PI's. Fourthly, PI animals have the propensity

on cattle producers, many countries including Norway, Sweden,
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Denmark, Finland, Austria, Switzerland, Ireland, Scotland, England,

The success of BVD programmes has prompted some countries to

Wales, Germany Northern Ireland, Belgium, the Netherlands and the

change from BVD control/eradication programmes to surveillance

US (such as those in Colorado, Alabama, Georgia, Mississippi, Mon-

testing strategies (Marschik et al., 2018). Nonetheless, discontinua-

tana, Oregon, Washington, New York and the Upper Peninsula of

tion of control efforts should be treated with caution as a seronega-

Michigan) have implemented compulsory or voluntary programmes

tive cattle population will be fully susceptible to BVD virus and thus

aimed at controlling or eradicating BVD.

the movement of untested livestock needs to be controlled (Scharn-

The fundamental principle of any BVD control and eradication

böck et al., 2018).

programme is to reduce the prevalence of PI animals in a population
and prevent the creation of new PI animals. This can be achieved
by; (a) Test‐and‐Cull, to identify and remove PI animals; (b) Improve-

7.1 | Future research

ments to Biosecurity, to reduce virus transmission in to a population

At the individual herd level there is a need to identify the most cost‐

and/or (c) Vaccination, to protect the foetus from infection and thus

effective diagnostic test and management strategies for individual

reduce PI development (Lindberg et al., 2006). The degree with

herds, or herd types, and compare this to the resulting increase in

which the disease is reduced is different for control compared to

complexity of programme management. These studies should include

eradication (Houe, Lindberg, & Moennig, 2006). Control programmes

evaluation of the efficacy/cost‐efficiency of different vaccines and

aim to reduce disease prevalence to a relatively low and manageable

vaccination strategies and tailor on‐farm biosecurity recommenda-

level while eradication programmes aim to provide a continued

tions to the disease risks identified on that farm.

absence of the disease in the population (Houe et al., 2006). Both

There is also a need to identify the cost‐benefit association of

goals, in regard to BVD, have been shown to be achievable (Scharn-

different BVD control/eradication programme types at the national

böck et al., 2018) and can be undertaken either at the national,

level. Identifying how BVD control improved other areas of animal

regional or individual farm level.

health and management, such as productivity, reduced calf mortality,

Controlling BVD at the farm level would ideally result in the use

morbidity and antimicrobial usage, should be addressed. The impact

of a closed herd policy including the strict control of semen (and

of BVD targeted biosecurity measures on other diseases and animal

embryos in herds where embryo transfer is used). The effectiveness

health issues should also be identified and quantified. Similarly,

of a closed herd policy will depend on the prevalence of the virus in

reports on control methods that were successful, as well as those

the surrounding areas and livestock market, as well as the compli-

which hindered control efforts, and why, need to be made publicly

ance of the farm with biosecurity measures such as sourcing animals

available in order to assist future BVD control efforts in countries yet

from herds confirmed to be free from BVD or pre‐purchase testing.

to implement such programmes. Furthermore, the impact of controls

Where a closed herd policy is unachievable, additional bioexclusion

on trade, both within and between countries, should be evaluated.

measures, to prevent introduction by other direct (purchased PI ani-

The development of a formal means to review and compare the

mals, dams carrying PI foetuses or transiently infected animals) or

success rates for different control/eradication strategies over time,

indirect transmission pathways (e.g. boundary contacts, personnel)

both including and excluding the use of vaccination strategies, would

are required. This can include double‐fencing on boundary fences,

be beneficial. There is also a need for more case‐control studies to

quarantining newly purchased animals and the cleaning of equipment

measure the benefits and costs of intervention activities (Burgstaller

and vehicles shared across properties. Although the testing of newly

et al., 2016), although the challenge of separating the impact of

purchased animals, for BVD, is a good practice it is unable to identify

BVDV from other concurrent animal health issues is recognized.

dams carrying PI foetuses. As such, the introduction of pregnant ani-

There is also a need for well‐designed socio‐economic studies to

mals of unknown BVD status is best avoided. Vaccination can be

be undertaken in order to better understand farmers’ behavioural

used in conjunction with improvements to biosecurity to further pro-

motivation (including attitude to risk taking) to (a) adopt BVD control

tect breeding animals from infection prior to or during pregnancy,

voluntarily at the individual herd level and (b) comply with manda-

and reduce the potential for PI development.

tory national legislation. These studies also need to consider factors

An overview of the currently implemented BVD control efforts,

which drive or constrain other stakeholder groups, such as industry

worldwide, is provided on the OIE website (OIE, 2012). In addition, a

bodies, to adopt BVD control strategies particularly when progress-

study by Scharnböck et al. (2018) shows the worldwide distribution

ing to national‐level control. There is a further need to reassess

of BVD during the last 45 years within and between countries at

these factors several years after the start of eradication programmes

national, regional and farm level and highlights the decreased of PI,

to investigate and accommodate changes in attitudes, beliefs, and

TI, and Ab prevalences during the period. The highest BVD preva-

practices over time.

lences were identified in countries that had failed to implement any
BVD intervention programmes (including vaccination; Scharnböck et
al., 2018). However, despite the different pre‐conditions of coun-

8 | DISCUSSION

tries, in terms of initial prevalence, herd density, regulatory support,
the success of worldwide BVD control and/or eradication pro-

As highlighted by this review, the main knowledge gaps in the con-

grammes, reduction in the overall prevalence of BVD was evident.

trol of BVD worldwide relates to the application of existing tools
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rather than the development of new tools. Currently the diagnostic

animal trade can be virtually eliminated by conducting pre‐export

tests available for BVD have excellent performance for identifying

screening to prevent movements of PI animals or animals that may

existing PI cattle despite there being no reliable tests to identify Tro-

be carrying a PI calf as well as implementing post‐import quarantine

jan dams. However, the risks posed by Trojan Dams can be managed

to monitor closely for transient infections. There is also a substantial

(a) by testing calves shortly after birth and (b) using vaccination as a

global trade of biological products like vaccines, semen, embryos,

means to prevent the creation of new PI calves in situations where

bovine cell lines, and biologics derived from bovine foetal serum,

the risk of BVD exposure during pregnancy cannot be eliminated. As

which could pose a significant risk to the re‐introduction of BVD

such, it is not unreasonable to expect to eliminate PI animals from a

into a previously cleared country. Given that the economic conse-

herd in only 1–2 years.

quences of an outbreak in a completely immunologically naïve popu-

However, the implementation of national BVD control programmes requires a significant amount of infrastructure including

lation could be devastating, there is a need to conduct more formal
risk analyses to determine how best to manage these products.

centralized national animal demographic databases that are capable
of recording the identity of individual animals and farms as well as
animal movement patterns between farms and linking with diagnos-

9 | CONCLUSION

tic laboratory testing databases in order to maintain accurate records
of animal and herd BVD status (Tratalos, Graham, & More, 2017).

As evidenced by the many successful regional and national BVD

Previous studies have shown that in some countries there are issues

control and eradication programmes already implemented through-

with the quality and completeness of national animal demographic

out Europe, it is clear that there is a technical capacity to perma-

databases particularly with movements to and from temporary graz-

nently eradicate BVD from cattle populations worldwide. The

ing locations (Büttner, Salau, & Krieter, 2018; Green & Kao, 2007;

primary challenges remain (a) determining the most cost effective

Jewell, van Andel, Vink, & McFadden, 2016; Vernon, Webb, &

and socially acceptable means of applying BVD control measures in

Heath, 2010). There are also known issues with linking diagnostic

each unique cattle production system at both the farm level and

laboratory testing data together because of poor quality identifica-

industry level, (b) building support to implement BVD control mea-

tion data provided by veterinarians on the submission forms as well

sures from the bottom‐up through farmer engagement and from the

as differences in how the laboratories report testing results (Driskell

top‐down through national policy, and (c) preventing the re‐introduc-

& Ridpath, 2006). Without complete data, it becomes difficult to

tion of BVD into disease‐free regions by strategically managing the

perform accurate contact tracing in low prevalence situations.

risks associated with the movements of animals, personnel, and

Molecular epidemiology has recently emerged as a promising tool for

equipment. Stronger collaboration between epidemiologists, virolo-

investigating transmission pathways, by comparing the genetic relat-

gists, economists, and social scientists will be required to fill in these

edness of BVD strains isolated from infected farms (Ståhl et al.,

research knowledge gaps for each country considering national BVD

2005; Stalder et al., 2016), however is yet to be including in National

eradication programme.

BVD control efforts.
Another critical factor for achieving national BVD eradication is
the lack of awareness about the disease and the economic losses
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